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Abstract

Transmission electron microscopy (EM) can acquire images in which a range of sub-
cellular organelles are clearly resolved simultaneously. There exist mature stereology
techniques for extracting quantitative specimen information from section-based EM im-
ages and such techniques have been adopted successfully for use in immuno-EM. A bot-
tleneck preventing the application of these nanomorphomics methods to high throughput
applications is the recognition of organelle structures. This papers addresses this issue
for one important organelle, the Golgi apparatus. A support vector machine is trained as
a local Golgi detector based on rotationally invariant features. The SVM output is used to
drive a graph-cuts segmentation. The ability of the method to detect and segment Golgi
stacks is evaluated on a set of 36 micrographs.

1 Introduction
Transmission electron microscopy (EM) can acquire images in which a range of organelles
and their substructures are clearly resolved simultaneously. Furthermore, there exist mature
stereology techniques for extracting quantitative specimen information from section-based
EM images, providing unbiased and efficient estimates of 3D volumes, surfaces, and num-
bers as well as the distributions of organelles (e.g. [6]). Such techniques have been adopted
successfully for use in immuno-EM, a method that maps molecular components and their
concentrations over a range of subcellular compartments using particulate nanogold mark-
ers [10]; detection of the nanogold markers can be automated [16]. A bottleneck preventing
the application of these nanomorphomics methods to high throughput data mining is the
recognition of organelle structures in the images, a task which is carried out by trained ex-
perts. This paper addresses the automatic recognition and segmentation of one important
organelle, the Golgi apparatus. The Golgi apparatus includes a stack of flat membrane-
bound structures called cisternae. This stack usually presents visually in section as repeating
curvilinear structures. Vesicles can often be seen in proximity to the stack. Figure 1(a) shows
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Figure 1: EM micrograph images cropped to 2000x2000 pixels. (a) Golgi apparatus with its
stack of cisternae. (b) Manual (green) and automatic (magenta) segmentations.

an electron micrograph in which Golgi apparatus is clearly visible. In Figure 1(b), manual
annotations of the extent of Golgi stacks are overlaid, along with a segmentation obtained
automatically using the method described in this paper.

2 Related Work
We are not aware of any previous literature on automatic recognition of Golgi apparatus in
EM images. There is however published work regarding other organelles and structures.
For example, progress has been made on segmentation of mitochondria [2, 12, 13]. Perhaps
most promisingly, Lucchi et al. [8] segmented mitochondria from surrounding background
using support vector machine classifiers to assign probabilities to superpixels based on local
texture and shape descriptors that were then used in a graph cuts optimization. A similar
approach was applied to FIBSEM image stacks [9].

Regarding other structures, Nam et al. [11] segmented secretory granules using level
set active contours and membrane sampling. Kreshuk et al. [5] detected synapses in intact
nervous tissue in a FIBSEM image by training a random forest classifier to classify voxels
based on local features. Others have presented methods for automatic enhancement and
localisation of thin elongated structures in EM images [4, 14, 15].

3 Method
Firstly, a detection stage uses an SVM detector trained on subwindows of EM images. The
detector uses features based on Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG). These features ex-
tend standard HOG to provide rotation-invariant Fourier HOG [7] descriptors. The key idea
is treating gradient histograms as continuous functions, analysing polar coordinate gradient
images in Fourier space. The features are the same regardless of the orientation of the Golgi
stack which is arbitrary. Due to noise from the image acquisition technique, robustness to
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noise is also desirable. Fourier HOG features offer both of these characteristics. The first
three degrees of Fouier basis are used for the Fourier representation. The feature vector for
each window comprises of 78 real-valued features. A binary SVM is trained on features
extracted from hand annotated images, to discriminate between Golgi and non-Golgi sub-
windows. Each sampled feature vector describes a subwindow of the image. Using a sliding
window approach, the SVM is used to obtain an SVM score image which forms the output
of the detection stage.

Secondly, graph cuts is used to produce segmentations by combining the detector output
with spatial information from the original EM image. We use a graph cuts library [1] which
implements approximate energy minimisation techniques. As in [3], our energy function, E,
of a labelling, L, can be expressed as

E(L) = ∑Dp(Lp)+λ ∑Vp,q(Lp,Lq) (1)

where λ is a parameter that determines the relative importance of a spatially coherent seg-
mentation to one which is consistent with the results of the detection stage. D is a data cost
w.r.t. the SVM probability image. It penalises assignment of pixels to labels with SVM
scores inconsistent with other SVM scores in that labelling. Specifically, the data cost of
assigning a label Lp to a pixel with SVM score sp, is given by Equation (2) where µL and σ2

L
are the mean and variance, respectively, of SVM scores of pixels assigned to label L.

Dp(Lp) =
(sp−µL)

2

σ2
L

(2)

V penalises crossing gradient boundaries in the EM image and encourages a smooth final
segmentation which adheres to image contours. For adjacent pairs of pixels Ip and Iq, la-
belled Lp and Lq respectively, we have:

Vp,q(Lp,Lq) =

{
exp(−|Ip− Iq|) if Lp 6= Lq
0 otherwise (3)

As a final step, any segmented components with an area below a threshold are removed.

4 Experiments
Our data set consisted of 36 electron micrographs of rabbit kidney cells. Each image had a
resolution of 4725× 4167 pixels. Images were subsampled to 945× 834 pixels for feature
extraction and the detector window size was then 31×31 pixels.

The Golgi stacks in the dataset were of various shapes and sizes. Some were very clearly
defined and in focus, while other stacks appeared blurred and were identifiable in part due
to proximal vesicles. All Golgi stacks were segmented manually to provide ground truth.
Golgi which were badly blurred were given an additional annotation of blurred. Two sets of
results are presented: one in which all Golgi were required to be detected, the other in which
blurred Golgi were discounted.

Five-fold cross-validation was used to train and test detectors. The Fourier HOG fea-
tures create densely populated descriptors for each image. 7200 negative and 9600 positive
training examples were extracted at random from the training images to train an SVM.

Figure 2 shows example Golgi images with automatic segmentations overlaid, as well
as the corresponding SVM outputs. Figure 2(b) shows two segmentation attempts: one of
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Figure 2: Top row: manual (green) and automatic (magenta) segmentations of Golgi stacks.
Bottom row: SVM detector score images used as input to the graph cuts segmentation.

these is a reasonable segmentation, while the other is a false segmentation caused by the
membranes of several other organelles being aligned to appear similar to Golgi. Figure 2(c)
shows two segmented regions: one of these is reasonable, the other contains parts of three
separate Golgi stacks and nearby mitochondria. The mitochondria in the segmentation have
an appearance resembling Golgi cisternae. The proximity of multiple Golgi and mitochon-
dria have brought about a single large segmentation. The blurred appearance of another
Golgi in 2(c) has caused it to be missed.

Figure 3 shows an ROC curve obtained by varying the SVM score threshold. The F1
score (F-measure) was 0.3157 (0.3235 when blurred Golgi were excluded); this low score
arose from a high false positive rate; however, the false positives are often spatially isolated
so are subsequently removed by graph cuts. The optimal pixel misclassification rate obtained
was 0.1589 and this reduced to 0.0983 when blurred Golgi regions were excluded.

A Jaccard index was used to quantify the quality of segmentation as follows. A binary
labelling L and binary ground truth G can be combined to produce an evaluation image
I = G+2L. A Jaccard index is obtained for each connected region R of non-zero pixels in I.
So p ∈ R⇒ I(p) > 0. Let A = {p|p ∈ R, I(p) = 3} and let B = {p|p ∈ R, I(p) ≥ 1}. Then
the Jaccard index is defined for each R as, J = |A∩B|

|A∪B| . If multiple distinct Golgi regions are
labelled as a single region, then the regions are evaluated as a single segmentation. If a single
Golgi region is labelled with multiple segmentations, then the region is evaluated as a single
segmentation. A schematic of this is shown in Figure 4; although one labelling contains
multiple Golgi and one Golgi is labelled in parts, the entire region (red, green and blue) is
counted as a single segmentation and assigned a single Jaccard index. If a Golgi region does
not intersect with any region labelled as Golgi, this is counted as a missed segmentation. On
the other hand, if a region labelled as Golgi does not intersect with any Golgi, this is counted
as a false segmentation.
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Figure 3: ROC curve (pixel classification)

Figure 4: Segmentation schematic:
Red=missed Golgi, green=incorrectly
labelled Golgi, blue=correctly labelled
Golgi, black=correctly labelled non-Golgi

Inc. blur Exc. blur
True detections 40 35
False detections 10 10
Missed Golgi 20 5

Table 1: Golgi detection results (including and excluding blurred Golgi regions)

Table 1 summarises segmentation results (with and without blurred regions). Although
the number of missed Golgi was quite high, the majority of these came from blurred regions.
The number of true detections dropped when blurred regions were excluded, indicating that
some blurred Golgi had been detected. The mean Jaccard index across the true detections
was 0.58 when blurred Golgi were included and 0.63 when they were excluded.

5 Conclusion
This paper contributes to the goal of automating organelle recognition in EM by demon-
strating automatic detection and segmentation of Golgi stacks. High scoring segmentations
occured when Golgi stacks were in focus and some distance from other organelles. False seg-
mentations largely arose from mitochondria and aligned membranes which appeared similar
to Golgi. The majority of missed segmentations were of Golgi which were badly blurred.
Considering vesicles associated with the Golgi stack could improve performance in these
areas.
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